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 [transcript begins] 
 AS: This is Ann Schonberger. I'm seating here with Peggy Danielson on Saturday, November 5th, 1994. 
We’re interviewing Marian Allen at her home in Orland, ME. Mary, we'd like to know how did you 
get involved in Spruce Run? 
 MA: Well, I was, let's see. I think I was about to get a divorce, boy. I didn't really know it at first. I was I 
just interviewed, I saw an ad in the paper, and I think I'd been at home because my son had been 
sick, and I thought it was time for me to get back to work. And I came, I called, and they said, well, 
can you start next week or something like that? And I said no. I have to be out of town. And so, I 
went out of town with my children and when I came back, my husband had decided to leave so I 
was in crisis and desperately looking for a job. When I think probably a couple weeks after that, 
Terry Lewis called me and said, did you interview for a job at Spruce Run, or did you inquire? And I 
said yes, I did, and she said, well, the person they hired didn't work out. Why don't you come re 
interview? So, I did, and it was really I was just looking for a job and I thought it was something I'd 
be interested in. I mean, I was interested in social service. He thinks I'd worked for Head Start and 
taking counseling courses and things like. 
 AS: What kinds of work did you do with Spruce Run? What were your particular job? What did your 
particular job entail? 
 MA: Well, I was hired to be. I think the Community Education Coordinator, though it had a lot of 
different names, but a lot of it was speaking to different groups in the Community, and Nancy used 





mean we went through the whole training and did of course, as everybody did, we did on-call 
counseling of the women who called. And I ended up doing a lot of the training for volunteers and 
so forth and then I was also involved in report, pointed the coalition and involved in the national 
level and... 
 AS: Can we stop just a minute? Let me ask a little bit more about the, we do want to talk about that, 
that's pretty important from what we've seen in the... 
- Tape recorder paused - -  
 AS: ...Now that the Kitty cat is out and not jumping on, the tape recorder will try again. I just like to stop 
a minute before we get into the coalition thing and ask you what do you remember about how 
your position was funded? It looks like it started out being a seated position? 
 MA: It was, and I don't know it's, I don't think it stayed seated, but I don't know how it was funded in 
the later years. Maybe partly money from the coalition, maybe partly United Way, I'm not sure. 
 AS: But do you recall started dollars senior position? 
 MA: It was seated for more than one session because. 
 PD: Yeah, before we go on to any other thing you had said earlier, when the tape recorder was off that 
after looking at the Founder’s Day tape that you've remembered a whole lot more about the 
community education, I'd be really interested to hear that. 
 MA: Well, I mean, I for one thing remembered some of our PSA's, and I think I've got them in here, but 
there were things like I would drag my kids, or I remember my daughter and another little girl, and 
we'd have something that, what's a battered woman? Well, my momma got pancake batter on her. 
But it was just, you know really trying to have people have an awareness and we do it any way we 
could. So I think there are probably copies a lot of those old public service announcements, but also 
just speaking to the different groups and I can remember just going into things like the, I don't 
know what some of those man male service organizations were things like Eagles clubs or Kiwanis. 
Yeah, places like that. I would go over there, and they would just you know, they would have no 
idea what I was talking about. 





 MA: And so often the audiences were really hostile. I learned a lot about diplomacy. You know trying to 
you didn't want to argue with these people, but you know that whole thing is sort of trying to 
acknowledge, you know, they're very defensive about men. For instance, and would immediately 
say things like, well, man, well, women do that too. Or you know. And so, I would always have to 
say things like, well, you know, yeah, I mean sure. Lots of people lose their tempers and so I sort of 
have to give them a little bit of credit for what they say or make them think that I kind of 
understood their point of view but still try to go on with my point of view or our point of view. Or 
the education we were trying to get across because it was really hard. And it wasn’t always fun 
doing that community education because of that kind of hostility. 
 PD: Did you perceive any change in the hostility during the time or near the end of your work? 
 MA: Yeah, I think as people became more familiar and also, I think we got better. I can remember going 
down to the Police Academy with Mary Cathcart and we, I might have even some of the training 
materials here, but with Mary Cathcart and we developed this whole thing where we really started 
out with people talking about their stereotypes, I think. I think we had police and maybe some of 
the workers from the various shelters there and we started out with having them all write their 
stereotype about the others, you know. So it was like their stereotype of the police or the shelter 
workers. Or maybe somebody it may be battered women too, and so that we kind of got those 
right out on the table and talked about them and could laugh about them, and it just broke the ice 
so that I think people didn’t feel like they had to be so defensive or so adversarial. So, I  think we 
got better at it, and as you know like Dick Stockford in the Bangor Police Department ended up 
being a really good sort of advocate and supporter for us, and as he kind of got his department 
more in tune, things got better, definitely. 
 AS: Do you remember anything else about the PSA's and were they on the radio on TV? 
 MA: Both, we didn't. I mean we would go over to, what was that radio station? It was right downtown 
right around the corner from Spruce run really when we were on Exchange St. I can't remember it's 
a kind of an easy listening Station and there was a man named Eddy something... who was very 
nice and he would let us come in and do anything, you know he would just if it was just me, he you 
know, but he would actually let us record them, so people, radio announcers weren’t just reading 
them, they were all recorded messages that went out and we then we’d send them to all the radio 





 AS: Do you remember having anything to do with the printed media and did you do any like, columns 
for the BDN or anything like that? 
 MA: You know, I was just glancing through this and there was some I, I remember we had interviews 
with the BDN and I just came upon something where apparently, we'd had a write up, but there 
was some part that we wanted more, and so I wrote a column in response to that and so forth. Or 
maybe they've misunderstood one point which gave us kind of an opportunity really to expand. 
And then at some point towards the end of the time I was there we started really thinking about 
training other speakers that there were enough speaking engagements that it would be good to 
have more than me. Occasionally other people would do things anyway, Nancy, or somebody else 
would but I don’t remember, I think we actually had maybe one speaker training. I  probably have 
materials about it. 
 AS: Why don't you tell us a little bit more about the newsletters, it seems like we had quite a few 
newsletters during the time that you were public education coordinator. 
 MA: Where we did, we always had, and here's one where this was December 1982, let's see, here's one 
Summer, ‘83, January ‘82. So that's even earlier. We always had this little part about what we do 
and who the workers are. At least that's how it started. Yeah, and we were kind of giving a little 
description of all the different volunteers, and here's one entitled “Good News and good fortune”, 
and it was about a gift that we'd this well, this was in ‘82, so it was for the purpose of acquiring a 
shelter we've just gotten $30,000 or something like that. Then there we always had something 
about the battered women like, here's a thing. “Questions most often asked about battered 
women. Why did she stay? Isn't this mostly low-income families? Are the women who get into 
these relationships emotionally disturbed? How can we afford to pay for services?” Like here's one 
on the protection from the Abuse Act or the Shelter Committee, we had a shelter committee that 
was looking for the shelter. Here's something called “The way we work”, which I think again it had 
to do, is sort of not only the way we worked with our clients, but some about how we work 
together. Really, it's a great lot of lot of stuff in these newsletters and this one has maybe seven or 
eight different volunteers featured. Things about fundraisers and things about the coalition. So 
then, here's the Capital Funds campaign news on the shelter. And again, we're still featuring the 
Volunteers, here is something about a men's group being formed. I don't know how long that 





AS: No, there hasn't been one in a long time, so I think it was fairly short lived. That's my opinion 
anyway. 
 MA: Here's legislation stuff. Process a divorce. Here we had a little scenario about a typical day in the 
office. 
 PD: That sounds wonderful. 
 MA: So, it's all about the crisis line and, I don't know, they might be interesting for people to look at. 
Here's a cartoon we had at the end of one, “counselor on call first time jitters.” So sometimes 
volunteers actually made contributions to the newsletter. 
 PD: Were you primarily responsible for putting the newsletter out? 
 MA: I totally did the newsletter, but I did solicit things you know, or if people offered things like that. 
Little cartoon was done by Mary Lawrence. She used to be very good at drawing little things. We 
had a lot of very talented volunteers who I think sort of deserved to be mentioned, and many I'm 
afraid you know, lots of us have forgotten. Here we had a shopping spree. There was a little quiz 
about how would you answer these questions, “Have you ever been financially dependent on 
another person? Have you ever struck out verbally or physically at someone close to you?” I think 
there was all kind of geared at, you know it's so easy for people to deny that this could happen to 
them, or that they could be capable of it, and so a lot of even in the newsletter was trying to help 
us all kind of get in touch with both our capacity to be a victim, but also our capacity to be abusive, 
which is hard to admit. I think a lot of the whole thing about when people say well, if I weren't in 
that situation, you know, if I were ever in that situation, I wouldn't let a man batter me, but it's just 
because they don't want to believe it could happen to them, and so it's easier to just kind of blame 
the victim and say, well, that's because that's the way she is. But who knows in that situation, how 
we'd really act? 
AS: You mentioned volunteer training, why don't you talk a little bit about that and what you remember 
about doing that and what it was like then? 
 MA: Well, I remember when I first started out, I had. I think I had an advantage in some ways because I 
had taken a lot of counseling courses at the university and so I thought that volunteer training was 
good and there were certainly things that happened for me when I went through the training that 





thought about, and I can remember, I think it was Lynn Mansour who came over from dial help and 
did something or maybe from Rape Crisis and did something on sexual abuse and suddenly realizing 
I think it's kind of like the Clarence Thomas thing when women all over the country suddenly 
realized that things, they had been through were in fact sexual harassment or sexual abuse and I 
remember things that hit a couple of incidents that had happened to me, one with a teacher in 
junior high who I babysat for and he had made sexual advances and I didn't know how to deal with 
it at all and I'd really block it out. I've never told anybody. I thought it was my fault and also with 
the father of a friend, a similar kind of thing happened. It was wonderful to suddenly realize, Oh my 
gosh, I mean, I don't know it was wonderful or horrible, but it was suddenly I could allow that to, I 
mean, I totally blocked it out and it was like, oh wow, that happened to me. So I learned a lot in the 
training, but I also thought that it had some kind of weak spot. Though I thought basically it was 
really good, but that in fact I thought we sort of did more than we said we did and that there were 
places that needed to be fleshed out a little bit. So, I ended up rewriting the training manual a lot 
and kind of. 
PD: Can you remember what the places that need to be fleshed out where? I know it's a long time. 
MA: I probably can't really. I mean, maybe if I went back through the materials and could look at the, I 
don't even know if I'd have. I just know a lot of it wasn't really written out very specifically and I 
think I know we had a lot of reflection of feelings. That was certainly there beforehand, but maybe 
some of the ways that we gave feedback or some of the active listening skills that were a little bit 
more than just reflecting feelings. It was, you know, really summarizing, and I think some of those 
maybe I gave labels to, but I can't remember what part. I mean, a lot of the basics were right there 
and I just as I said, fleshed it out and I don't remember specifically. I think you know, maybe by 
looking back at the materials, I could see what the difference was, but yeah, we were always kind 
of improving. For instance, like I know I did the part that I worked on was the actual counseling 
part. Other people maybe expanded the resource list or things like that. It was the actual 
counseling process, but I can't remember exactly what my mark was. 
AS: How many times do you think you were the trainer or were part of the training team? Was it a lot or 
just one?  
 MA: Well, at least two or three times. I can't remember. Maybe more than that. I remember doing it 





AS: Fritz?  
MA: Yes! Nancy Fritz and I did it. I think I'd done it maybe even before that, but I definitely did it once 
with Nancy Fritz and once with Ann McAllister. I'm not sure beyond that, those are the two that 
stand out in my mind. 
 AS: What do you remember about the relationships between staff and volunteers during the time when 
you were at Spruce Run? 
 MA: Well, that's kind of interesting. Wow, that's such a big question. 
 AS: I mean, start out if you want with just like the daily, how did they get their information, you know? 
MA: Well, when I first started there, volunteers, I don't know. I think there was a volunteer meeting 
once in a while, but mostly volunteers were really at home, all their job was at home and then they 
you know maybe transport somebody to the shelter or something, but they weren't in the office 
very much. They came, you know, through the training and then we didn't see them a whole lot. 
And then sort of evolved. I mean, once in a while, like when before Sue Bradford was hired, she 
came into the office as a volunteer. But that's still really until we were in the shelter the volunteers 
weren't on call in the office they were at home, and that in fact sort of triggered some stuff 
because it was the training group that Ann McAllister and I did that was specifically for volunteers 
who would be working in the shelter at that time. 
AS: Working in the office part of the shelter building and working in the shelter itself? 
MA: Right, right, right in the office. Part of this on call in the office it was for volunteers who would be 
on call and maybe some of those would end up working with people in the shelter as well, but they 
weren't going to be working from home at all. And then that was not, the idea was more to have 
them in the office. And I think relations were pretty good between staff and volunteers. I mean this 
staff had really grew during them. It's such as you know, it's sort of different at different times. 
Staff grew while I was there, it was interesting listening to the videotape because I think it was K 
and Lu, we're saying. Well, Gee, in the beginning everything was consensus because there wasn't 
any hired person or anything. You know we never took a vote. We just talked about stuff and then 
we figured out what to do. And it really wasn't until there were hired people that there was any 





AS: Well, when you first started who were the employees? Who do you remember as being employees 
when you first started? 
MA: Well, Nancy Gentile was the director and Donna Hamill was maybe a children's worker or 
something. She had some kind of job there and Sarah, I don't remember her last name... 
AS: Wardner Webster 
MA: Yes, Sarah Wardner Webster wow. No, I don't think she was a volunteer, she worked there at some 
for some brief period as a maybe a seat in a seated position or something. And then there was a 
young lady named Joanne who did something some kind of office work. I think she was hired 
maybe shortly after Ireland, so mostly it was Nancy and Donna and Donna left, maybe Joanne took 
Donna's place I'm not sure. But Nancy was the main. I mean, Nancy was the sort of the funnel for 
everything. Nancy knew everything. Donna seemed to know quite a lot, but not moved, left real 
soon so.  And I think that you know that's sort of typical is when an organization hires somebody 
who is there more than anybody else, they have a lot more information and consequently more 
power, and the dynamics change, and you know it wasn't intentional at all. I think is just part of the 
process. So then you know lots of others of us got hired. I mean, so much happened in such a short 
period of time there when I first started on Central St., It seemed like kind of a fly by night 
operation. 
AS: Do you remember when you started? 
MA: I started in ‘79, in the fall of ‘79, was probably September or October sometime then. And I think 
that sometimes volunteers and staff, I think their relationship changed and it was different 
between I mean, but basically, I think it was good. I think everybody felt that Spruce Run was a 
really valuable experience and that they just got great things from going through volunteer training 
and that it was a lot of fun. I mean, in some ways the whole situation. It was like too close, and I say 
that I remember when Lou was talking on the videotape about everything being mushed together, 
well in some ways I think our whole lives got mushed together at least in that period. I don't know 
what it's like now, but it was like people, personal lives seemed like Spruce Run was my life and we 
sort of socialized Spruce Run and I can remember things like, being on the phone with a woman 
whose husband had just systematically broken all of her fingers, and my kids are crying that they 
need to go to bed, and you know that kind of you could not leave it. I mean, when at least there's a 





involved in that way too and when I finally left. I mean, I just I have. Yeah, over there. Actually, I 
have some pictures of a party once where everybody was down here and we had a bunch of all, or 
at least one volunteer I think her name was Carla who was a belly dancer and she brought like a 
bunch of these belly dancers and there's like all these belly dancers at Spruce Run people out in my 
yard in this big circle learning to do these belly dances. And then there's other pictures I've 
somehow acquired a lot of choir robes and we were all dressed up in choir robes, singing and it was 
loads of fun but. It was just when I finally left, I really went through a real grieving process because 
at my new job it was just a job. It wasn't a family, which is what Spruce Run had felt like, you know, 
just my social life, my personal life, everything, and I think. That was probably more true for the 
staff people. But I think in a lot of ways spruce Run was a family for lots of people. And that some 
of the same dynamics  then that happened in families happened between staff and volunteers and 
you know all the people who were sort of intimately involved in that process some of it was good 
and some of it wasn't so good. 
AS: What kinds of things lead to disagreements and how were disagreements or conflicts resolved in 
your recollection? 
MA: I think initially a lot of times it wasn't even so much conflicts and disagreements, but it was sort of 
like Nancy was the boss and so Nancy was kind of the final word, so that was initially the process, I 
don't think we ever had anything when I was first there that anyone would have gone to the 
steering. You know, it just wasn't that bad. It was sort of like we all accepted. OK, well, Nancy is the 
one, but I think as we grew we started to say wait a minute maybe that's not the way we want to 
do things. Maybe we want to. You know what? What are we talking about here? We're talking 
about empowering women. Well, maybe we should do this in a more collaborative, consensual 
kind of way. So, then I think we, you know, would have more meetings. And I mean there were 
always meetings. But that happened more when we started thinking that way and I have to say, I 
think Nancy always considered people opinions even when she was making decisions, she always 
got information from various people, and so it wasn't like she was a dictator at all. But she was the 
director who was kind of making the final decision, or, you know, maybe the steering committee 
would make the final decision, but that usually wasn't about disagreement things that was more, 
you know, policy or major directions for the agencies. But I think later, I don't know that we had a 
very good mechanism. I mean, it was fine if we could sort of talk things out and we could all come 





happen and there wasn't really a mechanism for working out disagreement. It's really interesting 
cause now what I do professionally is I'm a mediator, and I feel like, oh, if I don't have these skills 
and this knowledge back and even so being on the inside, it probably would have been difficult 
because as a mediator I'm the impartial person who sort of listens to all the side I do remember a 
major conflict and I don't know. Well, maybe I can talk about it. 
- Tape recorder paused - - 
AS: We stopped for a minute to explain, because we had forgotten what was going to happen to the 
tapes and the way they would be in some way available to researchers. Now talk to Marian, and 
again we're talking about how the conflict arise. What were the issues that are out rows around 
conflict? How was it dealt with or not dealt with? 
MA: I think, well, a couple of things. One is, I think there is also, a period when the staff really became 
powerful, the entire staff. And sometimes they were at odds with each other, but I think one of the 
interesting things is that the staff became very powerful as a group themselves and just because 
we were gaining lots of knowledge. I mean we were going off to the national conventions we were 
in touch with people on the national and state level and we were researching, you know more of 
the things about battered women. I think we started to have very strong opinions and also became 
very philosophical. And I guess I have to say that I think I pushed a lot, I did a lot of questioning, and 
I think it may be because my father was a minister. And I think he's a little bit arrogant in a way on 
my part. That I wanted us to be so pure or something. I mean, I just wanted us to be so consistent 
and that maybe there were times when I wasn't as compassionate for other people's needs and 
backgrounds and so forth as I might have been. There were times when some of the staff and some 
of the volunteers disagreed, maybe not even disagreed philosophically, but that some of us were 
pushing philosophically for things like consensus and talked a lot about the way we treated each 
other, and specifically, at the time when we were doing the volunteer training where the group 
was going, it was an McAllister and I were doing the volunteer training, where a group was going to 
be working in the office. I think one of the, Deb Leved, I believe was a student, who was maybe 
already working in the office, but also going through the training, we became aware that 
sometimes the way some of the staff people treated not only volunteers, but each other didn't 
seem very consistent with our philosophy about not being abusive and being respectful of each 
other and so forth. And it wasn't necessarily major things I mean, certainly there was no physical 





the way a not very nice mother might treat a child like, “why are you leaving that door open? We're 
not supposed to be heating the whole outdoors”. That kind of tone that that was making people 
uncomfortable. And so, I think it was Ann McAllister and I that raised that issue of how we treat 
each other. It didn't get resolved when I was there, and I think you know we tried to talk about it 
and somehow, we didn't know how we brought in an outside counselor who I remember put us 
through some exercises where we each talked about how we got our power, which might have 
been a good idea, but it didn't seem to lead to any kind of resolution. I think that what I was 
looking for was some kind of guidelines about how we treated each other, which was probably silly 
because in a way you can't legislate that sort of thing. And maybe what would have been more 
helpful might have been some skill building. Things for you know, how you resolve differences or 
being maybe some communication skills for people that were feeling verbally or kind of abuse 
could have been more assertive, but also maybe the people who were behaving that way could 
have learned to be more tactful or something. I don't know, maybe it wasn't resolvable, I don’t 
know. 
AS: Let's back up for a minute because you brought up something that we did want to talk to you about, 
and I think it might feed into this because you referred to it. You mentioned people being involved 
at the National and State level and getting a lot of ideas which gave them a lot of power, and so 
could we talk about at what levels you were involved statewide or nationally? what you did? 
 MA: Sure, on the coalition, I don't think I had any specific position, but I would just go a lot because I 
was interested, and I would sometimes have input. Maybe I did, it's something I might have been, 
but what I remember more is on the national level. At the first ECNDV Conference I became a part 
of the Ethics Committee, which of course fits right in with this whole philosophical thing. 
AS: Do you remember either what year or what location that was at? 
 MA: It was in Washington DC and I don't know. I would guess it was probably 1980, but I'm not certain 
about that. 
 AS: I'm sure if we have either one or the other, we could figure it out. OK, go ahead. 
 MA: I think that group was definitely looking at behavior within the movement. And what is ethical? 
And in a feminist kind of way, What does that mean and how you know what about it? And I think 
it's a little bit like homophobia. I mean, homophobia is not limited, or racism it's not limited to 





black people internalize homophobia and racism. And likewise I think women internalize sexism. 
And so I think that's really what that was about was sort of looking at. You know how? We've 
maybe traditionally been kind of sucked into this sexist way of looking at ourselves even. And how 
do we start to change that. And I'm trying to remember I don't. I don't remember specifically 
anything the Ethics Committee came up with, and I do remember writing a little one-page paper 
that we were involved in the whole thing about some of the conflict issues within the movement 
because we were, the Ethics Committee, were asked to do a little workshop after there was a 
performance at the second ECNDV conference which was a play, a wonderful play that was done 
and it sort of showed a lot of the kind of conflict that happened in the battered women's 
movement, and some of it was just things you would expect, you know the old people are 
overloaded and they start yelling at the new people and the new people feel intimidated and you 
know whatever, and it was a very powerful performance, and I had written a little one-page paper 
called “Obstacles to Unity in the battered women's movement”, and we also had a workshop 
format where everyone broke up and went to workshops and kind of went through this process. I 
think one of the questions that was asked was “who did you identify with in the play?” And it was, I 
think people felt, that was a real healing experience. But using it at home it’s a whole other, I mean 
we didn't have the play at home and not everyone was there, and even if they were there, we 
didn't necessarily work it out in the same. There were a number of us at that conference, but we 
weren't in the same workshop together and. 
AS: Was that one in Milwaukee? 
MA: That was. 
 AS: So, I guess one actually you may have said all you had to say, but maybe if you say a little more 
about how did that work in the NCADB, especially on the Ethics Committee, then how did that lead 
to? Or what did that lead to in terms of your behavior in Spruce Run or other people's behavior in 
Spruce Run, or your ideas about it? 
 PD: What's the relationship? 
 MA: Yeah, I think, well it maybe in some ways. I was such an idealist and also in some ways. I mean, I 
wrote this, it's a really awful paper, but it was this whole long paper about sort of about how we 
should behave, and thankfully I don't think It went anywhere, but actually it was looked at by the 





this is how we should be in this, but I think there was a kind of standard that did kind of come out 
of that, or maybe didn't even come out of the committee, but with sort of. That that had 
implications for certainly my expectations, and I think also one of the things I noticed that you said 
on the videotape was that it seemed that Nancy was giving up power when we went through a sort 
of restructuring process. And Sue said something like well, on paper, but I think in fact she was 
certainly giving up the power that one gets with position, I mean certainly a lot of people had 
personal power and there was a lot of shared power, but that to give up being the director and 
then suddenly have this all be kind of a cooperative consensual body, I think that was hard for 
Nancy. I don't know where I was going with this. Except that I think philosophically it trickled down 
and it wasn't just me. I mean, I think it was hard for Nancy, but Nancy was willing to be a part of 
that because philosophically it made sense, and it seemed like, yes, that was the way, and we don't 
want to just end up being agencies that are like the male agencies, that we've always been a part 
of, or groups that have treated women in ways we didn't like, and so I think that accounted for her 
willingness to go along with it though I think at times it was difficult because she was very efficient, 
she was good at sort of getting the job done and she knew, you know she was a visionary in her 
own right and I think it was difficult for her. 
AS: I remember a long-range planning meeting when we were sitting in the Bangor lounges up at the 
university in the Union, and we worked an entire morning on a statement of philosophy about 
power imbalance. Do you remember anything about them? 
MA: I mean it sounds kind of familiar, but I don't specifically remember. 
PD: What's so interesting to me is the, what you're implying about the relationship between 
philosophical orientation and actual behavior patterns. 
MA: Is that it's? Well, what would you say that I'm implying? 
PD: Well. It seems to me, you know, you're talking about how we treat each other, and then where is 
that? How is that grounded philosophically and how does the philosophical basis shape the 
treatment? Or does it in fact? 
MA: Yeah, it is really interesting, and also, I mean I think the part where I sort of have to look back at 
myself and Ann McAllister and I both talked about ourselves, and since then I mean we both ended 
up leaving Spruce Run as did some other people at that time, but I think we also see that there was 





twist. It's yeah it was idealistic, but there we were going to try to enforce it and It doesn't work, it 
doesn't work. 
PD: You've alluded to your leaving Spruce run several times. Could you talk about the circumstances of 
that? When it was? 
 MA: Well, I think it was, I don't even know ‘84 or ‘80, probably ‘84 I think, I'm not certain though. And it 
was I think I've, boy, it's kind of hard. Well, it was all around this incident or this question I think of 
how we treat each other, and Ann I had tried as tactfully as we knew, and I think we did really try 
to be tactful about our concerns about how the new volunteers would be treated, and if there's 
some kind of standard, we could set for that. And at one point, I think we'd really felt supported by 
some of the other staff members in pursuing that, and then as we kind of got into the heat of it, I 
think people got scared and people’s feelings got hurt and it turned out that really not much 
happened as a result and I don't, I don't even know how to describe it. I don't remember it totally 
well. I just remember feeling I know how I felt. That's what I remember. I don't remember the 
circumstances. And I kind of felt really let down and disappointed and disillusioned and that we 
were really condoning some behaviors internally that just I couldn't reconcile with what we were 
preaching externally, and particularly as a community education person. I just felt like I needed to 
leave and for those kinds of philosophical reasons. 
AS: If we have a letter of resignation from Nancy Gentile dated November of 1983, would that have 
been before or after you left? 
MA: She left shortly after I left, So I guess maybe I left in ‘83. 
PD: Do you think she left for the same kinds or reasons? 
MA: I think Nancy left because she was really overloaded and burned out. I knew her intimately and I 
think I can say that she was just, It was time for her. I think she felt overwhelmed by the conflict 
and didn't have, didn't know how to handle it and just felt. That she didn't, maybe that wasn't her 
strength in managing internal conflict. I think Nancy’s strength was going out in the world and 
dealing with the legislature and the coalition and kind of getting things done, but I think that that 
part was really hard for her. And I think also that maybe she just felt like she'd been there long 





AS: I'm sort of thinking back on this when I mentioned that meeting where that we had a vision, I 
remember this statement being you know, Domestic violence arises from power imbalance. And 
you know that we should have a consensus decision making not hierarchical organization so as not 
to duplicate the power imbalance in the agency, and I was just wondering if you thought that that if 
you remembered it anything about that and whether you thought that it was like we consciously at 
that point then went about making the agency into an agency in which there were fewer power 
imbalances? 
MA: Yeah, I mean I think that was definitely the point. I mean, I remember being like I don't remember 
that specific meeting, but maybe part of the reason was I've been to so many meetings where 
there were the, you know, I was on the Bylaws Committee and spent lots of time talking about this 
whole thing of power imbalance and how you, I mean, I guess we really saw that it was saw that as 
a root of bad treatment that you know if people have equal power then they've not so likely to. 
PD: Can I just go back for a minute? I'm having trouble understanding one thing, and I guess maybe what 
you just said about power imbalance may have something to do with it, but I don't understand why 
when an agency is recruiting and training volunteers, what would possess it or members of the 
staff to be mean to new volunteers? and you use the word mean, I mean it doesn't make sense to 
me. Am I maybe I'm overstating it or being too long? 
MA: I think I saw it as mean behavior and I think some of the volunteers felt that it was mean behavior 
to some of the volunteers who left felt that they treated mean. 
PD: What, like would people make fun of them? 
MA: No, it wasn’t that mean, it was more things like- 
[end of transcript] 
 
